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USMLE® & COMLEX-USA® test prep savings

Membership in the AMA comes with many benefits specially tailored to medical students just like you. Health care professionals who understand your needs choose these benefits. To help you with your studies, AMA members receive a discount on test prep materials for the United States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE) and the Comprehensive Osteopathic Medical Licensing Exam (COMLEX-USA).

Not a member? Join the AMA now.

Become an AMA member or renew your AMA membership and get study discounts to help you prepare for USMLE® Step 1 and Step 2, and COMLEX-USA Level 1, Level 2-CE and Level 3 exams.

Join Now
How can AMA help me prepare for USMLE & COMLEX-USA?

How can AMA help me prepare for USMLE & COMLEX-USA?

Think of the AMA as your ally while you are preparing and take advantage of our wide assortment of prep resources.

For instance, you may want to review which questions are most often missed by test-prep takers. The AMA provides examples and gives you the answers with expert explanations. We post most-missed exam prep questions monthly, so be sure to follow AMA news to catch them all.

Resources include:

1. Detailed study tips
2. Information on test formats for Steps 1, 2 and 3
3. Wide range of practice questions
4. Various types of study guides to fit your unique learning style

Most medical students need a combination of review materials and practice questions to improve their knowledge and familiarity with the content. Additionally, most medical schools will offer practice exams for students to measure where they are in terms of preparation. We encourage students like you to use as many
AMA resources as necessary to enter the practice exam with confidence.

Join the AMA to take advantage of these benefits.
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